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Abstract 
In this paper, a texture feature extraction method using local energy and local correlation of Gabor 
transformed images is proposed and applied to an image retrieval system. The Gabor wavelet is known to 
be similar to the response of the human visual system. The outputs of the Gabor transformation are robust 
to variants of object size and illumination. Due to such advantages, it has been actively studied in various 
fields such as image retrieval, classification, analysis, etc. In this paper, in order to fully exploit the superior 
aspects of Gabor wavelet, local energy and local correlation features are extracted from Gabor transformed 
images and then applied to an image retrieval system. Some experiments are conducted to compare the 
performance of the proposed method with those of the conventional Gabor method and the popular 
rotation-invariant uniform local binary pattern (RULBP) method in terms of precision vs recall. The 
Mahalanobis distance is used to measure the similarity between a query image and a database (DB) image. 
Experimental results for Corel DB and VisTex DB show that the proposed method is superior to the 
conventional Gabor method. The proposed method also yields precision and recall 6.58% and 3.66% 
higher on average in Corel DB, respectively, and 4.87% and 3.37% higher on average in VisTex DB, 
respectively, than the popular RULBP method. 
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1. Introduction 

The goal of an image retrieval system is to find images similar to a query image by using representative 
feature information of images in image databases. The application fields of image retrieval are digital 
libraries, VOD (video on demand) services, internet shopping malls, image content industry, etc. Image 
textures have visual patterns in the spatial domain, so they are considered as a significant factor in the 
areas related to image processing. Typical texture-based methods use brightness to represent characteristics 
of coarseness, contrast, or directionality and also use frequency transformation to represent energy 
characteristics. 
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Texture feature extraction methods are generally based on statistical, structural and spectral 
approaches. Statistical approaches are used for measuring statistical quantities based on image 
intensities. These include histograms [1], autocorrelations [2], statistical moments [3], block variance of 
local correlation coefficients (BVLC) [4], etc. Structural approaches use regularity of pixel patterns of 
images. These include autocorrelograms [5], gray level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) [6], etc. 
Spectral approaches are usually used in the frequency domain. These include Fourier transformation 
[7], Gabor transformation [8], wavelet transformation [9], local binary patterns (LBP) [10,11], rotation-
invariant uniform LBP (RULBP) [12], etc. The approaches are often used in combination with each 
other. 

The Gabor wavelet used in the Gabor transformation was introduced by D. Gabor in 1946 and was 
proved by Daugman [13] in 1988. Daugman [13] showed that the receptive field profiles of visual cortex 
simple cells of a cat have 97 percent similarity to the 2-D Gabor wavelet function optimized for each 
neuron. This means the 2-D Gabor wavelet is similar to the response of the human visual system. The 
Gabor transformation is also known to be robust to variants of object size and illumination. These 
characteristics have received huge attention from many researchers. 

Early image retrieval systems using the Gabor transformation have not performed as well as expected. 
In recent years, enhanced Gabor feature extraction methods have emerged and have been actively 
studied. Han and Ma [14] proposed rotation-invariant and scale-invariant Gabor representation. 
Fakheri et al. [15] used Gabor wavelets as local descriptors of texture, and gradient vector flow fields as 
shape information. Deshpande and Tadse [16] proposed the Gabor-Zernike feature extraction method 
where Gabor filters and Zernike moments are used for texture and shape features, respectively. Patil 
and Kumar [17] proposed the local gray Gabor pattern (LGGP) which is formed by comparison of 
pixels in LBP and local Gabor binary pattern (LGBP). 

This paper presents an efficient process for combining texture features extracted using local energy 
and local correlation of Gabor transformed images, after which the extracted features are applied to an 
image retrieval system. Gabor energy features are often adopted in image processing but Gabor 
correlation features are not. The LGGP recently proposed in [17] uses the pattern of neighboring pixels, 
which is different from correlation. Therefore, our contribution is the combination of local energy and 
local correlation of Gabor transformed images. 

The next section is described for the theoretical content of Gabor wavelets and Gabor 
transformations. The third section describes texture feature extraction methods proposed in this paper. 
The fourth section shows the experiment and results. Lastly, the fifth section ends with the conclusion. 

 
 

2. Gabor Wavelets and Gabor Transformations 

2.1 Gabor Wavelets 
 

The 2-D Gabor wavelet [10] is a Gaussian envelope of a sine plane wave with specific frequency and 
direction. The function represents well the characteristics of the localized spatial frequency of the 
specific direction. The 2-D Gabor wavelet used in this paper is defined as follows: 
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where  = √−1 and � denotes the modulation frequency. The symbols �� and ��  describe the dilation 
of the Gaussian function. The symbols � and � mean the spatial location of the filter. 

A Gabor wavelet can be used to extract various frequency information using the set of Gabor wavelets 
with various resolutions and directions. A set of Gabor wavelets can be defined using  ���, �� as 
follows: 
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where  �  and ���= �� denote the lower and upper center frequencies, respectively. �� and �� are the 
variances in frequency domain corresponding to the spatial variances �� and �� , which are determined 
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2.2 Gabor Transformations 
 

Spatial frequency components provide important information, which is not gained directly from 
pixels. The Gabor transformation greatly represents energy characteristics of frequency of local region. 
It is not affected by variants of object size and illumination. 

The 2-D Gabor transformation is defined as the convolution of an input image and the 2-D Gabor 
wavelet kernel. For the given image ���, �� and the 2-D Gabor wavelet with scale parameter � and 
direction parameter �, the general operation is defined by 

 
��,	��, �� = 	∑ ∑ ����, ��� ∙ ��,	�� − ��, � − �������                 (5) 

 
where ��,	 is the output image made by the convolution of the input image � and the 2-D Gabor wavelet 
kernel ��,	. This operation can generate s × n images of the same size as input image �. 

The experiment described in this paper uses sixteen Gabor wavelets with four scales and four 
directions of a half circle. In implementation of Gabor kernels, DC biases by finite supports are 
eliminated. Fig. 1 shows the magnitude parts of the complex Gabor representations for a flower image 
of 400 × 400 pixels. The magnitude images with higher resolutions of scales 1 and 2 are delicately 
displayed in the center details against the images with lower resolution of scales 3 and 4, whereas the 
latter with lower resolution are smoothly represented in the entire image. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
Fig. 1. Gabor representations: (a) original flower image of 400×400 pixels and (b) output images by the 
set of the Gabor wavelets with 4 scales and 4 directions (rows: scales 1, 2, 3 and 4; columns: directions 
0°, 45°, 90° and 135°). 

 
 

3. The Proposed Texture Feature Extraction Method 

The block diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2, which has six steps.  
Step 1: transform a query image to a gray image.  
Step 2: conduct the Gabor transformation for the gray image.  
Step 3: extract local energy and local correlation features from the Gabor transformed image.  
Step 4: form the feature vector of the extracted features.  
Step 5: measure the similarities between the combined feature vector of the query image and each of 

the feature vectors stored already in the DB.  
Step 6: output the retrieved images from the DB. 
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the proposed image retrieval system. 
 

3.1 Texture Feature Extraction Method Using Local Energy and Local Correlation 
of Gabor Transformed Images 

 

A feature extraction method using local energy and local correlation of Garber transformed images is 
proposed to enhance the feature extraction method using the Gabor transformation. The Gabor 
transformation has characteristics representing excellently the band-pass frequency components of each 
scale, which include detailed information of the image in scales. Thereby local energy and local 
correlation of Gabor transformed images can be effectively used to retrieve similar texture patterns. 

 
1) Correlation 
The correlation coefficient is the covariance between two random variables scaled by the product of 

their standard deviations. It is used to compute the degree of similarity of two variables, which is 
defined as [18], 
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              (6) 
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where $� and $� indicate the means of # and &, respectively.  �,� indicates the covariance of # and &. 
The symbols �� and ��  indicate the standard deviations of # and &, respectively. The range of the 
correlation coefficient is −1 ≤ ��,� ≤ 1. 

This paper will use the formula of correlation coefficients with directional lags. 
 
2) Procedure of texture feature extraction method 
The Gabor wavelet chosen in this paper has 4 scales and 4 directions of the half circle, and support 

regions of ±2.6 sigma range. However, if scale 1 has support regions smaller than 5×5, the regions are 
enlarged to 5×5. 

The detailed procedure of the proposed texture feature extraction method is as follows: 
 
Step 1: Transform a query image to a gray image. 
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Step 2: Make the Gabor kernel using formula (1) with scale s and direction �. 
Step 3: Conduct the Gabor transformation using the Gabor kernel for the gray image derived in  

step 1. The Gabor transformation is represented in expression (5). 
Step 4: Make the magnitude image from the Gabor transformed complex image derived in step 3. In 

the complex plane, magnitude value ) of complex number * = � + +, and the magnitude 
image are represented as  

 

) = |*| = √�� + 	+�             (8) 
 

.�,	��� = 	 /��,	���/            (9) 
 

where � indicates the pixel position and |∙| means the magnitude. 
Step 5: Calculate the global average 0�,	

�  and the global standard deviation ��,	�  for the magnitude 
image using 
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� ! ".�,	���(                       (11) 

 
where the operation std means computing standard deviation and 1 the set of all pixels. 

Step 6: Make the correlation coefficient image from the Gabor transformed complex image derived 
in step 3. The correlation coefficient image is calculated as follows: 

 
��,	��� = Re2	 ∈"#$% "	��,	�� − ��, ��,	∗ �� − � − 34	�(5              (12) 

 
where the operator cor means computing the correlation coefficient. The symbol Re denotes 
the real part of a complex number. The vector 34	 is �67�4	, �,�4	� and  8 is the cross 
region of the 3×3 window. ��,	 refers to the Gabor image with scale � and direction � from 
expression (5). ��,	∗  refers to the complex-conjugation of ��,	 . ��,	���  is the correlation 
coefficient between the cross region whose center pixel is � and the cross region centered at 
� + 34	. Bilinear interpolation is used in the shift by 34	. 

Step 7: Calculate the global average 0�,	
&  and the global standard deviation ��,	&  for the real part from 

the complex correlation coefficient image. 
 

0�,	
&
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After step 7, constitute the final feature vector by repeating steps 2–7 for all desired scales and 

directions. The feature vector is described as 9 = 	 :"0�,	
� (, "��,	� (, "0�,	

& (, "��,	& (; where "0�,	
� ( means the 

vector composed of the global averages for local energy with scale � and direction �. Superscript . and 
� mean local energy and local correlation, respectively. 
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4. The Experiment and Results 

This section demonstrates how the proposed method is superior in image retrieval to the 
conventional methods. As test DBs, Corel DB [19] and VisTex DB [20] are chosen which are used in 
most studies of texture image retrieval. Corel DB consists of various images with artificial objects. It 
contains 11 groups, each of which has 90 images of 192×128 resolution, totaling 990 images. VisTex DB 
consists of homogeneous pattern images. It includes 75 groups, each of which has 16 images of 128×128 
resolution, totaling 1,200 images. 

The experiment has three phases: feature extraction, image retrieval, and performance evaluation. 
The similarity between the feature vector of a query image and the feature vector of a DB image is 
measured by the Mahalanobis distance expressed as 

 

<�9) , 9!� = 	 =∑ >*�
	*�
�

��
>+	

,-� ?
�

�

                       (15) 

 
where @ means a query image and A means a DB image. The symbol � means the feature vector 
dimension, B the metric order, 9,) is the ith component of the feature vector of @, and 9,! is the ith 
component of the feature vector of A. In the Mahalanobis distance, each component of a feature vector 
is divided by the standard deviation of the same components of the feature vectors to normalize feature 
vectors. Thus, the measurement is not affected by specific components [21]. 

The performance evaluation step utilizes the precision vs recall widely used in image retrieval [22], 
which is defined as 

 
�)�6,�,7� = 	 |/�)�	∩	��)�|

|/�)�|
 ,  )�6�CC = 	 |/�)�	∩	��)�|

|��)�|
                                  (16) 

 
where | ∙ | means the size of the set, @ the query image, D�@� the set of retrieved images for @, and .�@� 
the set of relevant images for @. 

The feature vector dimensions of various retrieval methods are shown in Table 1. As shown, our 
proposed feature of 64 dimensions is obtained by combining the conventional Gabor energy feature of 
32 dimensions and our correlation feature of 32 dimensions. 

 
Table 1. Feature vector dimensions of various retrieval methods 

Method Gabor Proposed 
(correlation only) RULBP Proposed 

(Gabor+correlation) 
Dimensions 32 32 88 64 

 
In Fig. 3, the left graph shows precision vs recall for Corel DB. Each line indicates the performance at 

10, 30, 50, 70, and 89 retrieved images, respectively. 
Compared to the Gabor method, the proposed method using correlation only, and the RULBP 

method, the proposed method improves average precision by 10.6%, 3.5%, and 6.58%, respectively and 
improves average recall by 5.52%, 1.86% and 3.66%, respectively. 

In Fig. 3, the right graph shows precision vs recall for VisTex DB. Each line indicates the performance 
at 5, 10, and 15 retrieved images, respectively. 
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Compared to the Gabor method, the proposed method using correlation only, and the RULBP 
method, the proposed method improves average precision 8.87%, 2.4%, and 4.87%, respectively and 
improves average recall by 6%, 1.67%, and 3.37%, respectively. 

From the above results, it is shown that the proposed method using local energy and local correlation 
of Gabor transformed images yields improved retrieval performance over the conventional Gabor 
method, the proposed method using correlation only, and the popular RULBP method for the two DBs. 

 

 

 (a) (b) 
Fig. 3. (a) Precision vs recall for Corel database and (b) precision vs recall for VisTex database. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, the feature extraction method using local energy and local correlation of Gabor 
transformed images is proposed. The entire process applied to an image retrieval system is also 
presented. The local correlation to utilize relations between texture patterns of local regions on Gabor 
transformed images is employed. It is effectively used with the local energy to retrieve similar texture 
images. 

It is confirmed that the proposed method improves results in the aspect of precision vs recall over the 
conventional Gabor method, the proposed method using correlation only, and the RULBP method in 
the fourth section. Consequently, the proposed method led to advances in the retrieval texture image 
system. Future research should explore the further utilization of useful characteristics of Gabor 
wavelets. 
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